LESSON OUTLINE

Lesson #2: Feed Your Engine High-quality Fuel
Lesson Objective: Students will be able to identify the difference between a nutrient-rich,
high-quality food and a highly-processed, lower-quality food.

Classroom Lesson Outline:
1. Introduction 6 minutes
a. Similarities between cars and people
b. Interactive project: race car performance
2. Concept: Higher-quality foods help us perform at our best 15 minutes
a. Higher-quality foods are whole, minimally processed and close to the source
b. Interactive project: Food progression from whole, close to the source to highly processed
i. Apple, applesauce, apple juice, Apple Os cereal
3. Review 6 minutes
4. Optional Food Sample 8 minutes



Recommended Reading

“Phony Foods” by Carrie Demers, MD
California State Standards met by grade
3rd grade:
Investigation and experimentation
Scientific progress is made by asking meaningful questions and conducting careful investigations.
As a basis for understanding this concept and addressing the content in the other three strands, students should
develop their own questions and perform investigations. Students will:
• Collect data in an investigation and analyze those data to develop a logical conclusion.
4th grade:
Life Sciences
All organisms need energy and matter to live and grow. As a basis for understanding this concept:
• Students know plants are the primary source of matter and energy entering most
food chains.
5th grade
Life Sciences
Plants and animals have structures for respiration, digestion, waste disposal, and transport of
materials. As a basis for understanding this concept:
• Students know plant and animal cells break down sugar to obtain energy, a process resulting in carbon
dioxide (CO2) and water (respiration).
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SCRIPT

Lesson #2:
Feed Your Engine High-quality Fuel
In our first lesson, we learned that our body is a lot like a car.
We learned that a car needs only the type of fuel it was designed to use, either regular, unleaded or
diesel. And we learned that our bodies are designed to use a combination of 3 different types of fuel.
Question:
Answer:
Question:

Answer:

Who remembers the combination of three fuel types our bodies need?

Proteins, fats and carbohydrates.

What would happen if you were to use a fuel that wasn’t meant for your car? For
example, if your car was designed to use diesel, and you accidentally put in regular, what
do you think would happen?

Your car might not start or it could break down because it wouldn’t recognize that
type of fuel.

In addition to the using the fuel your car was meant to run on, cars also need high-quality fuel because if
you use old, dirty sludgy fuel, your car may not run at its best.
Just like the car, the quality of the fuels (proteins, fats and carbohydrates) we choose to put in our body
affects how well we perform, whether it’s in school, at play or in sports.
CHOOSING HIGHER-QUALITY P, F, Cs HELPS YOU FEEL AND PERFORM AT YOUR BEST.
Question:

I need 2 volunteers to help show the class what I mean by high-quality fuels versus
low-quality fuels and how they affect our performance.

 Docent note: Bring two volunteers to the front of the room. First volunteer will act like a race car performing

at top speed with high-quality fuel.The second volunteer will act like a race car performing at a slow, sluggish
speed because of low-quality fuel.

You two are going to pretend to be race cars and show us how you perform based on the quality of fuel
in your tank.

 Docent note: Address the first volunteer, so that the class can hear

You are ‘Team High Quality’. Your race car is filled up with the highest-quality fuel that out performs all
the other fuels.Your engine really responds to this fuel making it run fast, smooth, and perform at
its best.
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PROP:

Use HQ gas can and pretend to fill up the tank.
Your engine will run at top speed so you will last the entire race. ‘Team High Quality’ – take a spin
around the room to show us how well you operate with a high-quality fuel in your tank. (Student should
run quickly around the room.) Good job! You finished the race!
(To second volunteer)
This is ‘Team Lower Quality’. Your race car is filled up with a lower-quality fuel.



PROP:

Use LQ gas can and pretend to fill up the tank.

Your fuel has many added ingredients that can clog your engine, making it more difficult for it to run at it’s
best. This fuel makes you drive slowly and sluggishly. In fact it even may be difficult to finish the race.
Team Lower Quality, take a spin around the room. Let’s see how well you perform with this type of quality
fuel… (to the class) Will he/she even finish the race? (Student should run slowly around the room.)
Question:

As a class tell me: Do you think NASCAR drivers or Indy car drivers put low-quality fuel in
their engines?

Answer:

No! They choose a high-quality fuel because it affects their car’s performance. You can
also choose higher-quality foods to fuel your body to perform at its best!

 Docent note: no need to call on anyone, we want them to shout out NO!
 Docent note: Thank your volunteers and have them sit down.

Now we will talk about how to identify high-quality foods to eat so you, too, can perform at your best.
There are two things to remember about higher-quality foods.

 First, foods that are higher in quality are closest to their source. This means that they look like they
did when they came from the farm or from nature.



PROP:

Hold up apple prop

For example, this apple looks just like it did when it came from its source, the apple tree.

 Second, higher-quality foods are either not processed at all or just minimally processed. This means
very little was changed and very little was taken away.



Docent note: write on board: Write higher quality = closest to the source, minimally processed

When a food is processed, the way it looks, feels and tastes is changed. USUALLY, when a food is
processed, something is taken away.
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Docent note: Write processed = changed, usually something is taken away

I need 4 volunteers to show us how a high-quality food can be processed, or changed, and made into a
lower-quality food.



PROP:

Props to be used are the apple, apple juice, applesauce, Apple Os. Once you have your 4 volunteers in
the front of the room hand them each a food prop in random order.

I am handing each of the volunteers a food that is made from apples or CLAIMS to be made from apples.
I need you to put yourselves in order from whole and closest to the source to farthest from the source,
meaning it has been processed so much it doesn’t even look or taste like apple at all.

 Docent note: Correct order; apple, applesauce, apple juice, Apple Os.

Question to the class: Do you think this is the correct order from whole, closest to the source to
highly processed?

Correct order:

The first item is the apple; nothing has changed with this piece of food since it was picked from
the tree.The apple is whole and closest to the source and totally unprocessed.







The next item is the applesauce. The applesauce has been minimally processed.They take a fresh
apple and change the way it looks and feels by removing the skin and cooking it. But, because
most of the apple is left in applesauce, it keeps most of its original nutrients and some of the
fiber. It is a higher-quality food because it is still very close to the source and it still tastes like apples!
The third food is the apple juice. With apple juice, all the flesh and fiber from the whole apple has
been taken away and all that is left is the juice, so you don’t get all the vitamins, minerals and
fiber in a glass of juice as you would from the original source, the whole apple. Since apple juice is
processed it is better to eat the whole apple.
Finally, we have the Apple Os. These don’t look much like apples, do they? And they don’t taste
a lot like apples either. This is about as far from the source as you can get and they are highly
processed making them a lower-quality food.

 Docent note: Thank your volunteers and have them sit down.

There are 3 reasons why you want to eat foods that are closest to the source and minimally processed:

1.



Since they are minimally processed, they retain their original nutritional value. In other words, they
still have all their nutrients, such as vitamins and minerals.
Docent note: write on board “Nutritional value = has all vitamins and minerals “
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2.
3.




We need the original nutrients found in foods because that is what feeds our cells.
Docent note: continue on board, “feeds our cells”

When we feed our cells proper nutrients our bodies stay healthier because our immune system
stays strong.
Docent note: continue on board, “strong immune system”
Docent note:Your final sentence on the board should read: “Nutritional value = has all vitamins and
minerals, feeds our cells, strong immune system”

The immune system is an army of soldiers inside your body that help you stay healthy and keep you from
getting sick.
So the characteristics of high-quality foods are:

Whole, closest to the source, and minimally processed.
LET’S REPEAT THAT TOGETHER:

High-quality foods are:Whole, closest to the source, and minimally processed.
Now that we know what makes a food higher-quality, and why these foods help our bodies perform at
their best, let’s do one last activity.

 Docent note: hand out activity sheet
For 3rd Grade classes

I am handing out a matching activity.
Look at the foods in the lower-quality column and match them to their higher-quality choice by
drawing a line.
For 4th and 5th Grade classes
The activity I am handing out is a shopping activity. Look at the foods in the word bank on the left side
of the sheet. Write the higher-quality foods in the shopping cart labeled “higher quality” and write the
lower-quality foods in the shopping cart labeled “lower quality.”

 Docent note: Review answers to activity with the class using the answer sheet provided.
 Docent note: For all grades, get a dialog going about foods that are whole, close to the source and
what they can be processed into.
Question:

Who can name some other higher-quality foods that are whole and close to their source
and minimally processed and what they might be processed into?
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Answer:

Examples: corn = corn chips; fig = fig Newton, chicken breast = chicken nugget;
whole wheat bread = white bread; fruit = fruit leather, fruit juice

That is our lesson for today. Let’s review.
Question:
Answer:

Who can name the two ways to spot a higher-quality food?
Whole, closest to the source
Minimally processed

And the reason we want to choose higher-quality foods is because they:
 Retain/keep their original nutritional value
 Retain/keep their vitamins and minerals
 These nutrients feed our cells, keeping our army of immune soldiers (our immune system) strong and
feeling great!
That’s our GrowingGreat lesson for today. Remember to share the Grill Me flyer with your parents.
Thank you and I’ll see you at our next lesson.
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